Dear Patrick,

...We visited an L.D. teacher last week and thought you might be interested in these charts. The teacher, Heather McWade, is a first year teacher, but she seems to have picked up PT beautifully. We're so used to seeing flat data that we were really excited about the charts she shared with us (e.g. Chart 1).

We had a neat experience last Friday. We visited a classroom of physically impaired L.D. kids and observed the kids doing PT in reading and math. You should have seen those kids go to town on their math facts-- we were so impressed we felt like calling 60 Minutes. We are encouraging the teacher to write an article describing the results of her research and submit it to JPT.

Hope this letter finds you well...we're encouraging more teachers to submit Chart-sharing articles to you.

Sincerely,

Linda Diviaio and Marilyn Hefferan
Orange County Precision Teaching Project
800 South Delaney Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801

Thanks to Linda and Marilyn for their letter and charts. Congratulations to Heather and her students!
Chart 1. An Exciting Chart from Orlando, Florida